
contacts for Portugal to share houses 
 
De : noa <noaaaaaaaa@gmail.com> 
Date : 23 mai 2016 22:14:57 HAEC 
 
HimThis is Noa from Spain.I´m an MCS and EHS woman of 50. 
I asked Cathy,who very kindly gave me your adress to send you this little project to try to find 
out people to share it. 
After years of looking at Spain, I started looking to that area and finally went to visit. I have 
some Chalets with its own plot for long term (a year contract) for around 500 to 700 and 
expensiver. 
I´m trying to move to west Algarve to finally be able to breath. Though we all know that there 
could be better places as this one is(some references on internet ,specially EHS people 
moving to that area).Though unless you move to the desert won´t be 100 % perfect,and even 
though. 
I know the sea and swimming is very good for us either and this place is the only one in 
Europe where even in high season you can still go to some unspoiled beaches and be alone!. 
The landscape is astonished.It is almost all Natural park.And the sea shore, so so beautiful and 
magnificent!. 
It has been awared as second year most eco village in Portugal. No industries,the wind from 
the Atlantic constantly renewing the air everywhere.Very warm weather and a lot of little eco 
project around (look at Woof and Helpx). 
 
I can not take one of this houses alone. But even with just another person would be ok ,or 
even bigger ones like one 400m of the sea,5 rooms,salt pool for 1800. Which could be like 
360n/month for 5 people +expenses. And could be taken to live the all year or just to expend 
some time but having your space for you there always. 
 
I  know we all are different people and with this sickness it is even more complicated.But I 
consider myself a very polite,considered,tolerant and organized person who likes to share and 
also to keep my own space when needed. And that up on everything if you approach the 
circumstances from the calm and the respect to others and everything is talked in advanced 
,even set  some rules to facilitate the coexistence ,everything should be fine!. 
 
Please let me know if someone could be interested to share with them the specific details,I let 
you here a link to some of the villages. 
 
https://www.google.es/maps/place/Carrapateira,+8670-230,+Portugal/@37.1842278,-
8.896001,14z/data=!3m1!1e3!4m2!3m1!1s0xd1b468cea37320f:0xc144682c46fc208c 
 
https://www.google.es/maps/place/Aljezur,+Portugal/@37.3124742,-
8.8208938,13z/data=!4m2!3m1!1s0xd1b1553a00984c3:0x1078737f37c30fc6 
 
I hope to hear from you back .Thanks so much and regards!. 
 
Noa 
 
 
 


